Atlantis Television Places Telestream at Heart of Europe’s Largest Virtualized Postproduction Workflow

France’s leading production company optimizes efficiency & agility, from camera ingest through workflow automation, quality control and AS-10 program output

Nevada City, California, June 13, 2018 – Telestream®, a leading provider of digital media orchestration and delivery solutions, has announced that Atlantis Television, France’s largest postproduction company, has placed its Vantage media processing and workflow automation platform at the heart of a revolutionary new virtualized production environment. In addition, Atlantis has installed Telestream Vidchecker to provide rigorous quality control (QC) checks on all its final output – over 100 hours of AS-10 masters are provided to broadcasters across Europe each week.

Based just outside of Paris, Atlantis Television produces a wide variety of programs and provides programs to all major television channels in France and welcomes international producers such as BBC, ITV, Endemol Shine and Warner Bros. On this project, Telestream worked closely with its local partner VIDELO CapCiné.

At its Boulogne production headquarters, Atlantis Television has over 600 Avid edit suites, each linked to an Avid Isis shared storage system which provides more than 2.4 Petabytes of data storage. To support this infrastructure, an efficient and fast turnaround transcoding workflow solution was required.

“Our company is growing fast and the new generation of virtualized production tools provides us with agility in our business evolution,” stated Boris Berson, Deputy CTO at Atlantis Television. “Vantage Elastic Domain is one of the most elegant and sophisticated virtualized GPU environments available. By installing this, we can continue to grow our Vantage networks and position our hardware-based Vantage systems where they are most useful within our workflows.”

The primary requirement of Vantage at Atlantis is to encode media – both incoming rushes into the Avid Media Composer production format and also finished programs into the AS-10 format – the delivery format required by all French broadcasters. A solution was required that integrated well with their massive network of Avid editing systems, whilst automating the whole process of delivering finished programs to their clients.
“Media encoding is our primary requirement – our goal is to shorten the time taken between receiving the rushes and making production media available to the creative teams,” explained Berson. “With Vantage, we especially like the speed and quality of the encoding engine. Vantage suits our workflow so well that we no longer use Media Composer to transcode rushes into the Avid production format. And such is the tightness of the integration between Vantage and Media Composer that we can automate much more of the workflow and re-assign staff to more creative, high value tasks.”

Alongside Vantage Elastic Domain virtualized GPUs, Atlantis has invested in Telestream Vidchecker for all QC operations on its final output. “Our choice of Vidchecker was simple since its integration with Vantage is so seductive and the two software systems empower us with many more integrated workflows," explained Boris Berson. “Also, Telestream has developed a license model that maximizes efficiency at minimal cost within a virtualized environment – they are far ahead of other tech companies in this respect.”

When asked as to why Atlantis Television chose Telestream and Vantage over other vendors, Boris Berson explained “We researched a number of competing products and loved Vantage Elastic Domain’s virtualized GPU environment, its tight integration with Avid edit systems, its built-in workflow management and compliance with AS-10 formats.”

“Virtualized production environments can revolutionize business productivity and agility when they are implemented intelligently. Our research showed that Telestream is leading the field in this area and our experiences since the system became operational last month prove that to be correct,” Berson concluded.

###
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**About Atlantis Television**

Atlantis Television was established in 2003. The company provides advice, expertise and well-organized teams to help TV program producers strengthen their brand presence – whether on broadcast schedules or on digital and online. The group is structured into four companies - their principal purpose being the creation of TV shows. Atlantis Television provides post-production services in our studios, made internally. Atlantis Active provides customized post-production services made externally at our clients’ offices. Atlantis Tournage provides shooting services and rental for all kind of productions. Over the past 15 years, with a revenue increase of 25% each year, Atlantis has established itself as one of the major players on the French market and is today the main TV show producer in France. For more information, visit [http://www.atlantistv.fr/en/group/](http://www.atlantistv.fr/en/group/)

**About VIDELIO - Cap'ciné**

VIDELIO - Cap'ciné is a leading company in France dealing with the lease and sale of virtual editing systems, special effects and audio editing equipment. Also, it provides a wide array of video and audio broadcasting equipment: its systems are used in postproduction departments in cinema, television, communications, advertising and also by corporations.
About Telestream

Telestream provides world-class live and on-demand digital video tools and workflow solutions that allow consumers and businesses to transform video on the desktop and across the enterprise. Many of the world’s most demanding media and entertainment companies as well as a growing number of users in a broad range of business environments, rely on Telestream products to streamline operations, reach broader audiences, generate more revenue from and ensure the quality of their media. Telestream products span the entire digital media lifecycle, including video capture and ingest; live and on-demand encoding and transcoding; captioning; playback and inspection; delivery, and live streaming; automation and orchestration; with its iQ product line, Telestream enables the monitoring and management of quality service and experience over any network.

Telestream corporate headquarters are located in Nevada City, California. The company is privately held. For company and product information, visit www.telestream.net.
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